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counter reserved for Carolyn’s frequent baking
endeavors. A spice cabinet that pulls out and rotates
around keeps supplies at hand. “There’s no excuse
for losing the paprika,” she joked.
All the kitchen counters are covered in dark
green marble tile streaked with reds and tans.
Rather than create a pass-through to the dining
room above the stove, the Talbots created a tile
mosaic of a scene from rural Italy, in celebration of
their 15th anniversary trip taken just before they
began construction.
Past the large pantry with an etched-glass door
is the laundry room entrance, hung with a collection
of National Park commemorative plates from the
1940s. Inside, hickory cabinets with square wroughtiron knobs frame the bright red washer and dryer,
selected as tribute to the Talbot’s favorite team, the
Kansas City Chiefs.
The full basement is reached by descending a
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wide, log-railed stairway at the far end of the living
room. Totally line camp style, the walls in all the
lower-level rooms are reclaimed barn wood. Some
came from a granary on the Taylor Farm north of
Bozeman, some was salvaged from the Derby Fire,
and some from a homestead claim in the Gravelly
Mountains south of Ennis. The claim was on the
Oregon Trail, and a huge old wagon wheel found
along the trail now hangs from the ceiling in the
Talbot’s game room.
Their carpenter, Will Shelton, gets the credit
for creating the unique look. “We can give him
some barn wood, come back in three hours and say
“Whoa, look at that,’” she said. One fine example is
the bar under construction next to the game room,
with a top pieced together from wood scraps to look
like inlay.
But it was John’s idea to create a urinal in the
downstairs bath from an antique British bathing

tub. “What can I say?” Carolyn smiled.
John also was responsible for the home’s solid
construction, with a concrete and rebar-filled Styrofoam block foundation, concrete basement floor and
hurricane clips holding the roof on. “He knew who
to ask, and the right questions to ask,” said Carolyn.
“He did all the research, and knew not to use runof-the-mill places. The small, local suppliers are the
easiest to work with, and it keeps the money in the
valley.”
“We wanted something out of the ordinary,
our own line camp,” she added, “and we got it.
Recycling Montana antiques was quite a goal. The
house came out exactly as we wanted, but it’s hard to
believe it was a triple-wide plan.” @
Nancy Kessler is a freelance writer in Livingston and a
frequent contributor to the Bozeman Daily Chronicle’s
niche publications.
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The Great
Outdoors
Field sports sculptor
Liz Lewis defies
expectations through
experience in and
out of the studio

LIZ LEWIS SCULPTS THE THINGS SHE LOVES. In this case, it’s bird dogs, sharp-tailed
grouse, pheasants and anything on the end of a fishing line. Most people would agree that it’s
highly unusual for a woman to be a field sports sculptor, but Liz Lewis shatters that stereotype.
“I’ve been involved with shooting and the outdoors my whole life,” she says, taking the cover
off a slow cooker filled with warmed clay. “My dad always said I was his favorite son.”
Both her parents were competitive pistol and rifle shooters and as a young girl, Lewis took up the sport as well,
traveling to England at one point to train with their national
team. When she was 12 she began hunting.
“It just feels real…It’s the closest connection to nature
you can have,” she says, positioning the pipe and fittings
armature that will end up being a sculpture of a fox. “Wildlife has just always been my passion.”
About four or so years ago, Lewis began sculpting. She
had been a fishing guide, but when she had her daughter
and ended up being home more than she was used to, she
turned to the things she’d always done when she couldn’t go
outside.
“I’d always sketched and carved, but I never tried
sculpting before,” she says. “I was frustrated whenever I
painted because I was only dealing with two dimensions,
when I knew there were really three.”
Staying home with her daughter allowed Lewis to teach
herself the basics.
“I had a lot of time, and I just kept working on it,” she
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stove in the corner, next to a wall of
windows and French doors leading out
to the back porch and large yard with views to the east of the Bridger
and Gallatin Mountains. The home also has a radiant heat system
beneath all the tile floors.
North of the great room sits a cozy TV room, with salvaged
wood floors, a bookcase built of barn wood taken out of an old bookmaker’s shop, three walls painted navy blue, and the fourth covered in
pine. “That wood came from a neighbor who milled it himself at the
old lumber mill in Belgrade,” Carolyn said.
Since the Talbots moved to Montana to be near John’s son and
family, they decided to convert the vaulted area above the TV room
into a loft for their grandchildren. Called the “B Cave” for their
grandson Brooks, the space is a miniature hunter’s delight, with camouflage walls, hunting-themed rugs and even a pop gun to shoot at
the antique duck decoys suspended from the great room ceiling. An
antique door closes the loft off to adults.
From the TV room, the house circles around to what originally
was slated to be a dining room, but the Talbots use the space to display many of Carolyn’s collectibles. Within the sage-green walls, lit by
three old Coleman lanterns electrified by John, is a grandfather clock
built by Carolyn’s father and an antique secretary that belonged to her
grandmother. It holds Carolyn’s collections of wooden salt and pepper
shakers and cigarette boxes from the 1940s.
A full guest bath off the dining room is done farmhouse style
with a mosaic tile floor, white bead board wainscoting and retro linen
shower curtain.
Next door over is John’s office, housing his great-grandfather’s
desk. Sand-painted walls in deep red and mustard offset a chair rail
made from old tin ceiling tiles above red barn siding also from the
boot maker’s, and an old chicken coop door leads to the closet. The
wood floor, laid out in a squared pattern, is most noteworthy.
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History in the Details

“The flooring came from a former bordello in the Flathead,” Carolyn said. Ironically,
another convent door leads into the room, offering plenty of fodder for jokes about the joining of reclaimed convent and bordello materials in one space.
Around the corner is the vaulted ceiling master bedroom lined in fir. One corner is
piled high with Carolyn’s teddy bear collection, from her days of owning a bed and breakfast in Kansas. High “awning” windows let in lots of light but prevent neighbors from
looking in, even without curtains. In fact, all the windows on the north and south sides of
the house are set that way to ensure privacy.
The master bath offers plenty of space, with an oversized black, brown and white
granite double vanity. Three parchment and tin lights
over the sinks set off the encircling pine cone and
branches stenciled just below ceiling height. Opposite, a huge custom cabinet provides lots of storage.
The large tiled shower with built-in bench and one
glass wall sports one of Carolyn’s favorite touches
— a hole cut in the glass so she can reach the taps
without opening the shower door.
Back at the front entry, the burgundy-walled
breakfast area with a large bird-and-branches iron
chandelier leads to Carolyn’s favorite room, the
kitchen with a large center island workspace. Lots
of cabinets and a wall-mounted oven and microwave
line the west wall. Surrounding the double farmhouse sink topped by a triple window are two cabinet
doors with wheatgrass embedded in the Lucite.
“They bring the meadow across the way into
the kitchen,” she said. “And I can hear the river from
here, and watch the eagles and pelicans fly over the
Gallatin.”
On the opposite wall are a black enamel
stovetop, a hammered copper bar sink and a lowered
Many of the interior doors in the home are recycled from a
convent in Havre and date to the early 20th century. The floor
in the office was recycled out of a bordello in the Flathead
Valley. The grandfather clock in this space was assembled by
the homeowner’s father in the 1960s. Above, the master bath
features granite counters.

says, taking bits of the waxy clay and building up
the body of the animal in front of her. “And I didn’t
want to do pieces like the regal elk that other people
do. I wanted to work from my own experiences;
plenty of people do the idealized version of wildlife.”
By way of explanation, she points to one of her
fully displayed sharp-tailed grouse bronzes, his
wings shooting straight out to his sides, as is their
habit during the mating ritual.
“I spent a lot of time watching these guys,” she
says. “I wanted to be sure to get everything right, but
you don’t see bronzes of grouse like this very often. I’m
really a sporting life artist more than anything else.”
Another piece, a bas-relief bronze of two hanging pheasants sits on her desk, opposite her workbench. The pheasants, ready to be plucked or stuffed,
are a symbol of bounty for Lewis.
“A sportsman would love this because it conveys
something they’d be proud of,” she says. “They could
hang it in the kitchen. Other people might not like
the idea of dead pheasants as art.”
Lewis cuts open a carton and lifts a block of clay
out, unwraps it and slices it up, like hunks of fudge,
into small pieces that fit into her slow cooker.
She squeezes a bit of clay off a brick and smoothes
it onto the aluminum wire tail of the fox. The fox is a
commission piece, but that doesn’t mean Lewis won’t
bring her own experience of foxes to the sculpture.
“The foxes I know get into birds’ nests and chase
down the furry critters,” she says. “So I want him
skulking around, looking for dinner. I can’t put the
bushes around him, but I can show the emotional
snapshot of what he’s like.”
Curtis Tierney, of Tierney Fine Art, picked up
Lewis as a client in a very unusual way.

“She walked in the front door, and I wasn’t familiar with her work to any great degree,” he says. “She’d
brought in a sharp-tailed grouse bronze that day. I
typically represent artists with years of experience,
mid-career to late-career artists, but with her I saw
this raw talent and passion. I actually bought outright
the piece she brought in, which is unheard of, because
we normally take pieces on consignment. I wanted to
offer support for a very deserving and fresh talent.”
When we think of a sporting life artist, past and
present, it’s typically a male-dominated field. But
Lewis is not pretending to be something she isn’t.
“Liz is the quintessential outdoors woman,”
Tierney says. “She’s a passionate, ethical and knowledgeable sportswoman. The people who buy her
work are largely men. After they find out what an
accomplished sportswoman she is, they have no hesitation — they can see the authenticity in her work.”
And there is no romanticizing in her pieces.
“Her pieces have very innovative compositions
and that, married with the fact that she’s a creative
thinker artistically, makes for unusual pieces in an
attractive fashion,” Tierney says. “For a new artist,
she’s doing very well.”
Before Lewis tried her hand at sculpture, she
was an avid photographer, which comes across in her
ability to portray her subjects just as they are in the
field, in life.
“She cultivated an artists’ eye for her subjects
with her camera,” Tierney says. “That has enabled
her to bring work to the market that is far better
than one would expect from her few years of
experience.”
Back in Lewis’s studio, up on a shelf, an empty
armature waits.
“Oh, that’s going
to be a great project,”
Lewis says, a big smile
changing her face into
sheer joy. “My heroine
is Annie Oakley and
that’s going to be a
bronze of her riding her
horse flat out with her
split skirt and a leveraction rifle.”
In order to get
each detail just right,
Lewis is currently collecting photographs
and videos, books and
letters, everything
she’ll need to inform
her work. Because
before she puts a single
ounce of clay on the
form, she’s going know
Annie Oakley as well as
humanly possible without going back in time.

Rod Zullo, a well-respected and talented sculptor, has been mentoring Liz, especially when it
comes to the patina process.
“Liz is a perfect example of a person doing what
they know best, as opposed to the kind of artist that
goes with the trends. She does what’s in her heart,”
Zullo says. “She lives it, breathes it. She’s qualified to
create the field sporting art she does and she’s truthful about it.”
For Zullo, it’s that kind of honest art, a work
that comes from deep within that makes its mark,
not just now but for years to come.
“If you really look at her work, you can see she
spends time outdoors, observing, being with her
dogs, you can tell she’s touched these animals herself,
she’s had those animals in her hand,” he says. “Her
history of shooting, guiding and hunting has allowed
her to be honest and truthful, as opposed to coming
out of the academic world. She’s lived her subject,
and you can see that connection in her work. It’s
from the inside out, not from outside in.”
From Zullo’s perspective Lewis has a distinct
style that stands out.
“As she grows and matures, her technique is her
own,” Zullo says. “The pointer piece [Good Breaks]
and the grouse [First Light] both show the sophistication in her work. It’s hard for an artist at such an
early stage in their career to have their work look
different from everyone else’s. But she does.” @
Michele Corriel is a frequent contributor to At Home.

